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Executive Summary
The concept of fiscal imbalance is familiar to economists but less so
to policymakers, politicians, and the public. Yet understanding this concept is essential to rational discussion of government financial health.
This paper provides a primer on government fiscal imbalance.
The material is not new, and the presentation does not aim at those
familiar with the topic. Instead, the paper reviews key principles
and fundamental implications; it targets those who are interested
in understanding the true state of government financial health but
puzzled by apparently conflicting claims about whether the major
economies are going bankrupt. This primer does not resolve those
conflicts, but by explicating the concept of fiscal imbalance, and
reviewing the relevant facts, the discussion provides a framework for
evaluating the competing claims.
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Introduction
Are governments spending beyond their means? If so, by how much?
Are the United States and Europe on paths to becoming Greece? Why?
Because of excessive health and retirement spending, or slow growth,
or fiscal stimulus, or something else? Did imbalances arise recently, or
have they just been ignored? Does waiting to make adjustments help or
hurt? And has the slowdown in health cost inflation made current fiscal
worries less pressing?
All these questions concern fiscal imbalance, which is the difference
between a government’s planned spending and projected revenues.
The concept of fiscal imbalance is familiar to economists but less so to
policymakers, politicians, and the public. Yet understanding this concept is essential to rational discussion of government financial health.
This paper provides a primer on government fiscal imbalance. The
material is not new, and the presentation does not aim at those familiar
with the topic. Instead, the paper reviews key principles and fundamental implications; it targets those who are interested in the questions
posed above but puzzled by conflicting claims on these issues. This
primer does not resolve those conflicts, but by explicating the concept
of fiscal imbalance, and reviewing the relevant facts, the discussion provides a framework for evaluating competing claims.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The first section defines “fiscal imbalance” and relates this concept to other concerns about
government expenditure. The next section reviews why neither the debt
nor the deficit is an accurate measure of fiscal imbalance. Subsequent
sections first explain how to compute fiscal imbalance and then review
estimates of fiscal imbalance for the United States and Europe. The final two sections discuss policy options going forward and address the
questions about imbalance posed above. An appendix discusses calculation of fiscal imbalance in the presence of uncertainty about future
expenditures and revenues.
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What Is Fiscal Imbalance?
Economies face three main issues in choosing the amount and kind
of government expenditure. One is whether expenditure on a given
program generates benefits that exceed costs. A second is whether policymakers should raise expenditure during recessions on the basis of
Keynesian stabilization concerns.
1
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Fiscal imbalance is about a third issue: whether a government can
continue forever to make the expenditure implied by its existing
policies, given the predicted revenues under those policies and the
government’s explicit debt. Governments, like individuals and businesses, can borrow and therefore spend more than their revenues in
any given period. But, like individuals and businesses, governments
cannot do so indefinitely. If lenders believe a government will not
raise sufficient revenue to repay its borrowing, those lenders will, at
some point, stop rolling over that government’s debt or do so only at
higher and higher interest rates (which makes the problem worse).
Thus, governments face the constraint that the “sum” of expenditure
over the infinite future cannot exceed the ability to raise revenue over
that same future. Fiscal imbalance aims to measure the divergence between the planned long-run expenditure path and the projected longrun revenue path; estimated imbalance shows how much additional
tax revenue a government must raise, over the long haul, to afford its
planned expenditures.

Fiscal Imbalance vs. Evaluation of Specific Policies
Fiscal imbalance answers a different question than whether expenditure for a particular program is desirable. Such analyses, the domain of
standard microeconomics, should address all the consequences (fiscal
and otherwise) of making the expenditure. One negative of any policy
or program is the opportunity cost of the required expenditure; a second is the distortions caused by the taxation necessary to fund the expenditure. These negatives, along with any unintended consequences,
must be balanced against any benefits achieved by the program.
But the microeconomic analysis of a specific program does not, and
should not, assume that the revenue needed to pay for the expenditure
must come from the same program. Most government policies that involve expenditure do not contain their own funding (e.g., Medicaid,
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families [welfare], the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program [food stamps], the National Science
Foundation, the Federal Trade Commission, or the National Endowment for the Arts).1 Moreover, whether a program is desirable bears no
Some programs do have a dedicated funding source; for example, the Interstate
Highway System gets (most of) its funding from the federal gasoline tax. As with other
programs, however, the link between the source of funds and the use of funds is purely
1
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relation to whether that program is “balanced” on its own. National defense and criminal justice require substantial expenditure while providing little direct revenue, so these programs are fiscally imbalanced. But
most people endorse such programs, at least to some degree. As long
as a government can raise revenue from whatever sources to afford its
overall expenditure, the government can be in balance even though individual programs are not.
Thus, fiscal imbalance is about the sustainability of a government’s
overall expenditure plans; the fiscal imbalance of any individual program is not well defined. Many analyses nevertheless compute the
balance of specific programs, such as Social Security or Medicare.
As currently operated, these programs make expenditures and raise
revenue via dedicated payroll and other taxes, and these programs
operate trust funds that accumulate these revenues and pay out the
expenditures. The difference between the planned expenditure and
the expected revenues, minus any balance in the trust fund, indicates
how much additional tax revenue must be collected to make these
programs “solvent.”
But solvency is not meaningful in these cases because their trust
funds could borrow from the rest of the government if the balances in
the funds were negative. Equivalently, Congress could decide to pay Social Security or Medicare benefits out of income tax or other revenues.
Indeed, Medicare is already funded partially out of general revenues.2
Stated differently, any dollar of revenue, regardless of its source, can
pay for any kind of expenditure. Congress could have created a Social
Security or Medicare program with benefits paid out of general revenues. Assuming the total revenue from all sources (Social Security,
Medicare, personal income, corporate income, inheritance, and excise
taxes, plus asset forfeitures, license fees, leases, and so on) were the
an accounting artifact; nothing prevents Congress from allocating general revenues to
highway construction, as it did in 2008, 2009, and 2010. See Eric M. Weiss, “Highway Trust
Fund Is Nearly Out of Gas,” Washington Post, September 6, 2008; and “President Signs Bill
Providing 9-Month Extension, $19.5 Billion for Highway Trust Fund,” Washington Post,
March 19, 2010.
2
See the Medicare website at http://www.medicare.gov/about-us/how-medicare-is
-funded/medicare-funding.html. In 2014, general revenues accounted for 41.28 percent
of Medicare funding. See 2014 Annual Report of the Boards of Trustees of the Federal Hospital
Insurance and Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds, Table II.B1 (Washington,
D.C., July 28, 2014), http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics
-Trends-and-Reports/ReportsTrustFunds/downloads/tr2014.pdf.
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same, the fiscal balance of the United States federal government would
be the same, even though Social Security and Medicare would have
huge imbalances.3, 4

Fiscal Imbalance and Fiscal Stimulus
Fiscal imbalance also addresses a different question than whether increased expenditure during recessions—fiscal stimulus—is a desirable
or effective way to moderate the business cycle fluctuations of the aggregate economy.5 The standard Keynesian argument for such expenditure accepts that stimulus will normally worsen fiscal imbalance but
asserts the additional imbalance is a necessary evil.
Regardless of whether fiscal stimulus is good policy, however, such
expenditure increases are temporary, so their impact on fiscal imbalance, which includes expenditures and revenues over the infinite fu3
The fact that revenues are fungible across programs is also why the creation of
personal accounts in which Social Security participants can save some or all of their Social
Security payroll taxes does nothing to “save Social Security” or improve overall fiscal
balance. Holding the path of promised Social Security benefits constant, a reduction in
Social Security taxes caused by putting some of these revenues in private accounts just
means that Congress will have to raise other taxes to honor its benefit promises. Thus,
Social Security participants end up paying the same amount in taxes overall, so their
savings do not change. This makes it irrelevant whether the return on private investment
opportunities is greater than the so-called return from Social Security taxes; participants
have no extra savings with which to earn higher returns. See Kevin M. Murphy and Finis
Welch, “Perspectives on the Social Security Crisis and Proposed Solutions,” American
Economic Review (1998):142–50; John Geanakoplos, Olivia S. Mitchell, and Stephen P.
Zeldes, “Social Security Money’s Worth,” National Bureau of Economic Research [NBER]
Working Paper no. 6722, 1998; John Geanakoplos, Olivia S. Mitchell, and Stephen P.
Zeldes, “Would a Privatized Social Security System Really Pay a Higher Rate of Return?”
Framing the Social Security Debate: Values, Politics, and Economics (Washington, D.C.:
Brookings Institution Press, 1998), p. 137.
4
A related point is that state and local employee pension plans typically place
contributions from employers and employees into a fund from which future benefits
are later paid. Thus one can calculate the amount of expenditure required to honor the
pension plan’s commitments and compare that to the amount of accumulated assets. Any
gap indicates an imbalance in the pension plan, considered in isolation. But since state
or local governments can, in principle, use any revenues to pay pension benefits, these
governments can be in balance overall so long as their planned revenue from all sources
is sufficient to pay both the pension and nonpension expenditure implied by their current
policies.
5
The evidence on whether spending stimuli dampen recessions is mixed; for a review,
see Valerie A. Ramey, “Can Government Purchases Stimulate the Economy?” Journal of
Economic Literature 49, no. 3 (2011): 673–85.
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ture, is modest.6 The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
for example, was a one-time expenditure of roughly $800 billion. As
discussed below, fiscal imbalance in the United States is measured in
the tens of trillions. Thus, even as large a stimulus as the ARRA has only
a minor impact on fiscal imbalance.7

Fiscal Imbalance Is about Sustainability
Fiscal imbalance thus differs from both standard microeconomic
analysis of particular programs and from standard macroeconomic
analysis of stimulus spending. Fiscal imbalance instead measures the
sustainability of a government’s current policies, given the future expenditures implied by those policies and the projected revenues from
all sources. A government in fiscal balance can continue its current policies indefinitely; a government in imbalance will have to change its
policies, at least eventually.
Stated differently, fiscal balance is a necessary condition for the total
amount of government expenditure to make sense; fiscal balance is not,
however, a sufficient condition for any individual program or policy, or
for the overall level of expenditure, to be desirable government policy.
That is, being in balance does not mean the expenditure for current policies is worthwhile, merely that the expenditure is not unaffordable. Just
as an individual with sufficient income can make unwise expenditures
without going bankrupt, or a healthy business can waste money on executive perks without substantially reducing its market valuation, so
too a healthy economy can afford policies that might not be desirable,
so long as the government is not too extravagant overall.
Any calculation of fiscal balance must define what is meant by “continuation of current policy,” and the right approach is not clear-cut.
Continuation of current policy on national defense, for example, might
Under some conditions, a fiscal stimulus might raise future output and, therefore,
tax revenue enough to offset the stimulus, thereby improving fiscal balance on net. See
J. Bradford DeLong and Lawrence H. Summers, “Fiscal Policy in a Depressed Economy,”
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (Spring 2012): 233–97. For critiques, see within that
article Martin Feldstein and Valerie A. Ramey, “Comments and Discussion,” Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity (Spring 2012): 275–90.
7
The Keynesian argument for additional expenditure is also distinct from desirability
of a particular program on microeconomic grounds. According to the textbook Keynesian
model, additional expenditure can increase output, and by more than the increase in
expenditure (via the multiplier), even if this expenditure is on inherently worthless goods
or services (paying people to dig ditches and fill them up).
6
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mean holding nominal expenditure constant, or real expenditure constant, or real expenditure per capita constant, or spending relative to
gross domestic product (GDP) constant, or the past trend in any of these
constant. Which approach one adopts matters a great deal.
This issue is especially relevant for entitlement programs like Social
Security or Medicare. These policies “promise” benefits to citizens who
meet specific criteria, and unless Congress changes the law, these policies continue forever. So the (implicit) promises are not just to existing
generations but to all future generations as well. This is a natural interpretation of “continuing current policy” in the context of entitlement
programs.
Some analyses of Social Security nevertheless calculate a different but
related measure of imbalance.8 This alternative calculation is typically
the difference between the accrued benefits and the balance in the trust
fund. This amount, often referred to as the maximum transition cost, is
the amount of additional tax revenue that would be necessary to eliminate Social Security without reneging on existing promises.9
Measures of the difference between the expenditure and revenue of
specific programs are different from fiscal imbalance, which as defined
8
See, for example, John Geanakoplos and Stephen P. Zeldes, “Market Valuation of
Accrued Social Security Benefits,” in Measuring and Managing Federal Financial Risk, ed.
Deborah Lucas (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), pp. 213–33; or Alexander W.
Blocker, Laurence J. Kotlikoff, and Stephen A. Ross, “The True Cost of Social Security,”
NBER Working Paper no. 14427, 2008.
9
Similarly, calculations of the imbalances in state and local pension plans often address
the cost of honoring promises to those who have already made contributions to the
pension system rather than examining the cost of continuing the pension plan forever.
See, for example, Robert Novy-Marx and Joshua D. Rauh, “Public Pension Promises:
How Big Are They and What Are They Worth?” Journal of Finance 66, no. 4 (2011): 1207–
45. These calculations are relevant to state and local governments that wish to reduce
pension expenditure to help balance their budgets. Under the laws of most states, these
governments are legally obligated to pay promised benefits to former employees already
receiving benefits and, to a lesser degree, to current employees who are partially or fully
vested. See Jeffrey R. Brown and David W. Wilcox, “Discounting State and Local Pension
Liabilities,” American Economic Review 99, no. 2 (2009): 538–42. Nothing dictates, however,
that these governments offer the same or any pension plan to future employees; these
prospective employees could instead be offered a 401k plan or higher salary in lieu of
pensions (or offered lower total compensation, if sufficient qualified applicants are
available). Thus, for some questions, it is natural to compute the imbalance implied by
this more limited set of promises. See, for example, Robert Novy-Marx and Joshua D.
Rauh, “Policy Options for State Pension Systems and Their Impact on Plan Liabilities,”
Journal of Pension Economics and Finance 10, no. 2 (2011): 173–94.
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here includes the entire government and continuation of current policies
into the infinite future. The amount of expenditure on a specific program
contributes to any fiscal imbalance calculation, as does any revenue generated. But such program-specific imbalances only indicate that, to continue the path of planned expenditure for that program, revenues from
other sources will be necessary; these program-specific imbalances do
not, by themselves, mean that overall government is fiscally unsound.
The Deficit and the Debt Are Inadequate Measures of Fiscal
Imbalance
The traditional measures of government fiscal health are the current
deficit and the outstanding debt. The deficit equals current expenditure, including interest payments on the debt, minus current revenue.10
The debt equals the sum of all past deficits and surpluses. Larger deficits and a larger debt imply a less fiscally balanced government, other
things equal; but a long literature explains why these concepts are incomplete measures of a government’s fiscal situation. I review these
points here.11
The deficit has two limitations as a measure of a government’s financial situation. A deficit can arise from infinite combinations of expenditures and revenues, so long as expenditure and revenue differ by the
same amount. High taxes and high expenditure likely have different
implications for government financial health than low taxes and low
expenditure, since the levels of expenditure and revenue both affect
economic growth.12
10
Government revenue consists mainly of taxes but also fees, fines, forfeitures, legal
settlements, and more.
11
See Laurence J. Kotlikoff, “Deficit Delusion,” Public Interest 84 (1986): 53–65; Laurence J.
Kotlikoff, Generational Accounting: Knowing Who Pays, and When, for What We Spend (New
York: Free Press, 1992); Laurence J. Kotlikoff, “From Deficit Delusion to the Fiscal Balance
Rule: Looking for an Economically Meaningful Way to Assess Fiscal Policy,” Journal
of Economics 58, no. 1 (1993): 17–41; and Alan J. Auerbach and Laurence J. Kotlikoff,
Dynamic Fiscal Policy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). An important
theme in this literature is that fiscal imbalances typically imply large redistributions
across generations, with future generations facing substantially higher taxes to pay for
the retirement and health benefits of existing retirees. I abstract from these issues here.
For an excellent discussion, see Alan J. Auerbach, Jagadeesh Gokhale, and Laurence J.
Kotlikoff, “Generational Accounting: A Meaningful Way to Evaluate Fiscal Policy,” Journal
of Economic Perspectives (1994): 73–94.
12
As an aside, this is also why balanced budget amendments are a problematic way to
reduce the size of government.
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The deficit is also an incomplete measure of fiscal imbalance because
it fails to account for the future expenditures and revenues implied by
current policies. An economy with current deficits can be in balance
if current policies imply declining expenditure or increasing taxes.
Alternately, an economy with current surpluses can be imbalanced if
current policies imply rising expenditure or falling taxes. Similarly, the
implication of even persistent deficits depends on an economy’s growth
prospects: a healthy economy can generate the tax revenue to pay off
deficits; a sick one cannot.
As illustration, consider the history of U.S. federal deficits, displayed
in Figure 1. Deficits were small before the Great Depression, rarely exceeding 1–2 percent of GDP except during the Civil War and World War
I. Deficits grew during the early 1930s and soared during World War II
but returned to modest levels for several decades. Deficits then escalated
during the 1970s and 1980s before shrinking and turning to surplus in the
1990s. Substantial deficits returned during the financial crisis and Great
Recession, but deficits have since moved back toward historical norms.
Thus, the U.S. federal deficit displays little consistent long-run trend.
Over this period, however, the size and scope of government have increased dramatically, so the path of the deficit gives only the vaguest hint
of the fundamental change in the role of government in the United States.
Figure 1
U.S. Deficit as a Percentage of GDP, 1792–2014
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Figure 2
U.S. Debt as a Percentage of GDP, 1792–2014
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Source: Generated by the author using historical debt data from
http://www.usgovernmentspending.com/.

The outstanding debt suffers similar limitations as a measure of
government’s financial situation. The debt is backward looking; it takes
no account of what current policy implies for future expenditures or
revenue. Any surplus reduces the debt, and any deficit increases the
debt, regardless of whether that deficit or surplus consists of high
expenditure and high revenues or low expenditure and low revenues.
Similarly, whether a given ratio of debt to output is problematic depends
on an economy’s growth prospects.
Consider, as illustration, the history of debt relative to GDP in the
United States, displayed in Figure 2. Debt rose during each major war
(1812, Civil War, World War I, World War II) but then declined quickly
afterwards. During WWII, debt rose dramatically, to over 100 percent of
GDP, but within two decades had fallen to less than 40 percent.13 High
debt was not cause for great alarm at the end of these wars because the

Consistent with the analysis above, the apparent improvement in the debt from
the 1960s onward masks a gradual but consistent increase in unfunded liabilities that
exceeded the reduction in explicit liabilities. Thus, fiscal balance was getting worse
despite the fall in the debt. See “This Time Is Different: U.S. Fiscal Imbalance over Time,”
Jeffrey Miron, Cato Policy Analysis, forthcoming.
13
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expenditure that caused the increased debt was temporary and because
the economy’s growth path was good.14
As further illustration, consider the debt ratios of European countries
in 2007, the year before the onset of the worldwide financial crisis.15
Greece’s ratio was 112.8 percent, and Italy’s was 110.6 percent, consistent with high debt ratios tending to predict slower growth and fiscal
difficulties. Yet the ratios for other countries that experienced such difficulties were smaller, with Spain at 41.7 percent, Ireland at 27.5 percent, and Portugal at 78.1 percent. Additionally, several countries that
avoided fiscal crises had relatively high debt ratios in 2007, with the
United States at 75.7 percent, Canada at 84.3 percent, Belgium at 93.6
percent, and Japan at 177 percent. These examples do not mean debt
plays no role in fiscal imbalance, but they illustrate that the debt is only
one component of the complete picture and therefore a noisy predictor
of fiscal difficulties.
The deficit and the debt are thus components of a government’s fiscal
imbalance, but for most economies, they are incomplete and therefore
inaccurate measures of fiscal imbalance. Large and persistent deficits
do imply a growing debt-to-GDP ratio, and persistently high and growing debt is associated with slower growth and fiscal difficulties.16 But
over a broad range, a government’s debt or deficit can be large or small
without significant implications for government’s overall fiscal health.
Calculating Fiscal Imbalance
Since neither the debt nor the deficit provides accurate information
on whether a government’s expenditure and revenue plans are sustainInflation also helped reduce the debt-to-GDP ratio after WWII; see Joshua Aizenman
and Nancy Marion, “Using Inflation to Erode the U.S. Public Debt,” NBER Working Paper
no. 15562, December 2009.
15
Data sourced from the “General Government Debt [indicator],” Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 2015, doi:10.1787/a0528cc2-en.
16
See especially Carmen M. Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff, “Growth in a Time of Debt,”
American Economic Review 100, no. 2 (2010): 573–78; and Carmen M. Reinhart, Vincent R.
Reinhart, and Kenneth S. Rogoff, “Public Debt Overhangs: Advanced-Economy Episodes
Since 1800,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 26, no. 3 (2012): 69–86. Subsequent work
attacked the Reinhart and Rogoff conclusion; see Thomas Herndon, Michael Ash, and
Robert Pollin, “Does High Public Debt Consistently Stifle Economic Growth? A Critique of
Reinhart and Rogoff,” Cambridge Journal of Economics 38, no. 2 (2014): 257–79. Reinhart and
Rogoff subsequently showed that their results are robust to these criticisms; see Carmen
M. Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff, “Debt, Growth and the Austerity Debate,” New York
Times, op-ed, April 25, 2013, as well as the further documentation discussed there.
14
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able, a different approach is necessary. This approach must consider
the entire path of future expenditure and revenue, in addition to the
existing debt. The key question is how to “add up” expenditures and
revenues in different time periods. This section addresses this issue under the assumption that government can project the expenditure and
revenue from its existing policies with certainty. This assumption is unrealistic, but it allows the simplest presentation of key issues. I discuss
the implications of uncertainty in the Appendix.
Consider first an economy that exists for exactly one year. For simplicity, I assume in the derivations below that this government has zero
initial debt; fiscal imbalance calculations for actual economies would
add existing explicit debt to these formulas. So, the government’s fiscal
imbalance equals its expenditure minus its revenues in that year.17 The
magnitude of the imbalance indicates how much additional revenue
the government must raise to afford its current expenditure.
Next consider an economy that lasts two years. The government has
planned expenditure and projected revenues in each year, but expenditure might exceed or fall short of revenue in either year. What is this
government’s fiscal imbalance?
The naïve answer is that imbalance equals the sum of the government’s expenditure over the two years minus the sum of its revenues
over the two years. This ignores, however, that revenues might not
equal expenditure in either year, even if total revenue over the two
years equals total expenditure over the two years. If expenditure exceeds revenue in the first period, the government must borrow; so the
required revenue exceeds the sum of the expenditure amounts by the
interest payments on the debt for the one year of borrowing. If expenditure is less than revenue in the first year, the government can lend the
surplus; so the required revenue falls short of total expenditure by the
interest earned on government saving for the one year of saving.
Calculations of fiscal imbalance, therefore, require the concept of
present value. This is an approach to adding up cash flows over time
An interesting question is whether fiscal imbalance should account for the value
of government assets like land, mineral rights, timber, and more. Although such assets
might have substantial value (according to one estimate, more than $150 trillion; see
the Institute for Energy Research’s website at http://instituteforenergyresearch.org
/analysis/federal-assets-above-and-below-ground/), they should mainly not be included
in fiscal imbalance. The reason is that fiscal imbalance is about expenditure and revenue
under current policy, and these government assets add only modest revenue.
17
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that accounts for the fact that, when borrowing and lending are possible, a dollar today has a different value than a dollar in the future (assuming a non-zero interest rate). In particular, the value today—to any
economic entity, whether an individual, business, or government—of a
dollar one year from now is
1 / (1 + r),
where r is the rate at which this economic entity can lend. The reasoning
is that if this entity has
1 / (1 + r)
dollars now, and lends it out for one year at the interest rate r, then this
amount will grow to
[1 / (1 + r) ] * (1 + r) = 1
over one year. By extension, the value today of a dollar two years from
now is
1 / [(1 + r) * (1 + r)],
since that amount invested for two years will grow to one dollar by the
end of the second year. Thus, a rational economic entity should be indifferent between getting the “discounted” amount today or getting one
dollar exactly two years from today, given the interest rate r. The same
reasoning applies for cash flows T periods in the future; the value now
of receiving a dollar T years in the future is
1 / (1 + r)T.
This reasoning applies to any cash outflow or inflow and so applies
identically to expenditure or revenue.
Applying this approach to a hypothetical economy that lasts two
years, fiscal imbalance is the present value of expenditure minus the
present value of revenues over two years, or
Fiscal Imbalance = (Exp1 + Exp2 / (1 + r)) – (Rev1 + Rev2 / (1 + r)), (1)
where Exp stands for expenditure, Rev stands for revenue, and the subscripts indicate year. Equivalently, fiscal imbalance is the present value
of current and future primary deficits (i.e., the deficit excluding interest
payments on the debt).
If the amount in Equation (1) is greater than zero (the present value
of expenditure exceeds the present value of revenue), then government
is fiscally imbalanced, and the magnitude of the fiscal imbalance
indicates how much additional revenue the government must raise
(in present value) to pay for its expenditure over time. Equivalently,
fiscal imbalance indicates how much the government would have to cut
12
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expenditure (in present value) to avoid raising taxes. If the amount in
Equation (1) is zero or negative (the present value of expenditure is less
than the present value of revenues), then this government is in fiscal
balance and can carry out its planned expenditure.
To illustrate, assume an economy’s policies imply expenditure of
$100 in year one and $110 in year two, along with revenues of $110 in
year one and $100 in year two; so for this economy, expenditure equals
revenue over the two years, but not year-by-year. Assume the interest
rate is 10 percent. Then,
Fiscal Imbalance = (100 + 110 / (1 + 0.10)) – (110 + 100 / (1 + 0.10)),
= (100 + 100) – (110 + 91),
= 200 – 201,
= –1.
This economy is balanced because the present value of expenditure is
less than the present value of revenues. Alternatively, assume that expenditure is 110 in year one and 100 in year two, while revenue is 100 in
year one and 110 in year two. Again, expenditure equals revenue over
the two years, but again, not year-by-year and with a different pattern
than above. For this economy,
Fiscal Imbalance = (110 + 100 / (1 + 0.10)) – (100 + 110 / (1 +0.10)),
= (110 + 91) – (100 + 100),
= 201 – 200,
= 1.
This economy is fiscally imbalanced because the present value of expenditure exceeds the present value of revenues. These two hypothetical economies differ only in the timing of their expenditure and revenue, but this makes a difference for fiscal balance.
The fact that expenditure might exceed or fall short of revenue in a
particular year does not indicate whether a government is in fiscal balance. For example, U.S. deficits have been declining for several years (see
Figure 1), but as shown later, the United States has a substantial imbalance. Further, fiscal imbalance has been growing over this same period.18

18
See the estimates in Jagadeesh Gokhale and Kent Smetters, Fiscal and Generational
Imbalances: New Budget Measures for New Budget Priorities (Washington, D.C.: AEI Press,
2003); Jagadeesh Gokhale and Kent Smetters, “Fiscal and Generational Imbalances: An
Update,” in Tax Policy and the Economy, Vol. 20, ed. James M. Poterba (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 2006), pp. 193–223; and Jagadeesh Gokhale, “Spending Beyond Our Means:
How We Are Bankrupting Future Generations,” Cato Institute White Paper, 2013.
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Fiscal Imbalance: A Primer
Extending the present value approach to a longer-lived but still finitelived economy is straightforward. The present values of expenditure
and revenue have as many terms as years of expenditure and revenue,
with each additional term discounted by an additional factor of (1 + r).
For a three-period economy, for example, fiscal imbalance is
Fiscal Imbalance = (Exp1 + Exp2 / (1 + r) + Exp3 / (1 + r)2) –
(Rev1 + Rev2 /(1 + r) + Rev3 / (1 + r)2).
The extension to any finite number of periods follows the same logic.
Real world economies, however, go on forever, so present value
calculations must include an infinite number of terms.19 The basic
principle is still the same: add up all the expenditures and revenues
at different periods, with each period’s expenditure and revenue
discounted back to the present by a discount factor that reflects the
number of periods in the future at which that expenditure or revenue
occurs. It might seem impossible to add up an infinite number of
terms, but under reasonable assumptions, these summations simplify
using standard formulas. All calculations of fiscal imbalance for the
infinite future use these formulas.
The crucial question in calculating fiscal imbalance (or any present
value) is what interest rate to use. This interest rate should reflect the
opportunity cost of funds, meaning the interest that could be earned if
those funds were lent out rather than paying for expenditure.
In the hypothetical economies considered here—with no uncertainty
about the future—the choice of interest rate is trivial, since in a world
of certainty, all assets must yield the same return or interest rate. If any
asset offered a higher return, everyone would buy it, driving its price
up and lowering its return. If any asset offered a lower return, everyone
would sell it, driving its price down and raising its return. Thus, under
certainty, only one interest rate exists in the marketplace, so this is (trivially) the interest rate to use in present value calculations.
In the real world, substantial uncertainty exists about the returns on
different assets, so different interest rates (or, more broadly, rates of return) are available on different financial assets (e.g., stocks vs. bonds).
The question is then which rate to use in an analysis that wishes to
abstract from this uncertainty. Standard practice is to use a “certainty
The extension of present value to an infinite horizon requires the additional
assumption that the cash flows being discounted do not grow faster than the interest rate;
if they did, the infinite sum would equal infinity.
19
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equivalent” interest rate, meaning the rate for assets that are essentially
default free. Typically, the assumed interest rate is the average yield on
long-term federal government debt.20 This approach is reasonable, but
since this interest rate varies significantly over time, nontrivial uncertainty still exists over exactly which rate to use.
A related question is whether to discount future expenditures and
revenues at a real or nominal interest rate. The answer is that present
value calculations should discount real projections at a real rate and
nominal projections at a nominal rate. Assuming the same inflation rate
is used to convert the interest rate from nominal to real as is used to
adjust future cash flows for inflation, these two approaches give identical answers.
Beyond these general questions about what interest rate to use
in fiscal imbalance calculations, a crucial point is that the choice of
interest rate matters, potentially a great deal. At one extreme, using an
interest rate of zero means that the present value of a sequence of cash
flows just equals the sum of all these flows. At the other extreme, a
large interest rate makes most terms other than the first few irrelevant,
because dividing them by one plus the interest rate raised to a large
power makes the discounted value close to zero. In that case, present
value reflects the first few terms, and flows at longer horizons hardly
matter.
Just as important, moderate differences in the chosen interest rate
(e.g., 3 percent vs. 4 percent) have a surprisingly large impact on the
value of fiscal imbalance. For example, the value of one (inflation adjusted) dollar per year from now to infinity is $34.33 when the (real)
interest rate is 3 percent but $26.00 when the (real) interest rate is 4 percent. Since the exact choice of interest rate is never unambiguous, this
choice introduces nontrivial uncertainty about the magnitude of fiscal
imbalance.
Another important fact about fiscal imbalance is that reducing it
sooner is better than reducing it later, since any imbalance grows at the
rate of interest. The magnitude of expenditure reduction or tax increase
necessary to achieve fiscal balance increases with each year in which

20
For example, see Gokhale, “Spending Beyond Our Means,” note 15: “The discount rate
applied to calculate present values equals the interest rate on the government’s longestmaturity (30 year) Treasury securities. That current rate turns out to be very close to the
discount rate used in earlier fiscal and generational accounting estimates of 3.67 percent.”
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no adjustment in policy occurs, and such increases accumulate over
time. In particular, imbalance will normally grow relative to GDP in the
absence of changes in tax or expenditure policy.21 If, for example, the
interest rate the government pays to borrow is 3 percent and the economy’s growth rate is 2 percent, the imbalance relative to GDP doubles
in roughly 75 years.22
A final point about fiscal imbalance is that the present value approach
is related to graphs of the projected ratio of explicit debt to GDP, such as
those presented in the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) Long-Term
Budget Outlook.23 Figure 3 reproduces an example from the most recent
Outlook. This graph shows the projected ratio of debt to GDP, 75 years
into the future, based on assumed expenditure and revenue paths and an
assumed interest rate. Such graphs rely on data similar to those in present
Figure 3
CBO Projections of Debt Relative to GDP
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Source: CBO, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook.

21
This follows because the interest rate r is normally greater than the growth rate of
GDP.
22
This follows from the Rule of 72, which states that at an interest rate of r percent, it takes
72/r years for an initial amount to double. For further explanation, see Zvi Bodie, Alan
Marcus, and Alex Kane, Investments, 10th ed. (New York: McGraw Hill Education, 2014).
23
Congressional Budget Office, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook (June 2015),
https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/50250
-LongTermBudgetOutlook-4.pdf.
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value calculations. A graph that shows an upward trending path for debt
relative to GDP is equivalent to fiscal imbalance, and vice versa.24
Estimates of Fiscal Imbalance
Given the present value framework for measuring fiscal imbalance,
how large are the fiscal imbalances in the United States and Europe?
Table 1 summarizes recent estimates of fiscal imbalance.25 Each entry
gives the estimated value of fiscal imbalance—explicit debt plus the implicit debt implied by continuation of current policies into the future—
relative to the present value of future GDP. These estimates are for 2012
(United States) and 2010 (Europe). In most cases, updated estimates
would be larger since these countries have not made major adjustments
to their expenditure or tax policies and have been running significant
deficits over the past several years.
For the United States, the estimated fiscal imbalance is 5.4 percent
of the present value of GDP under the CBO’s baseline projections of
future expenditure and revenue and 9.0 percent under its alternative
projections. CBO’s alternative scenario assumes that certain policy
changes that have occurred regularly in the past, such as adjustment of
the Alternative Minimum Tax for inflation, will continue to occur in the
future. This is arguably a better representation of “continuing current
policy” than the baseline representation, which assumes policymakers
will not make such regular adjustments.26, 27
24
The only difference between the present value calculation and the graphical analysis
is that the graph does not explicitly account for what happens beyond the time horizon of
the graph, while a present value calculation for the entire future would. For this reason, the
present value approach might appear more complete. Any calculations for expenditure
and revenue in the infinite future, however, are based on assumptions that these will
grow at some constant rate based on historical experience or other factors. These same
assumptions are implicit in the graphical presentation. Thus, the two approaches are
equivalent for all practical purposes.
25
Gokhale, “Spending Beyond Our Means,” Tables 6 and 7; and Jagadeesh Gokhale,
“The Government Debt Iceberg,” Table 12, Institute of Economic Affairs Monographs, Research
Monograph 68 (2014). These estimates update earlier ones in Gokhale and Smetters, Fiscal
and Generational Imbalances: New Budget Measures; and Gokhale and Smetters. “Fiscal and
Generational Imbalances: An Update.”
26
CBO, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook.
27
The federal government incurs implicit liabilities for policies other than explicit
expenditure programs, especially loan (housing) or other guarantees, bailouts, deposit
insurance, and so on. These are even more difficult to value than explicit expenditure, so
I omit them here. Some implicit liabilities are very small in magnitude, so the omission
is not quantitatively important. Others are not trivial but are still omitted. See James D.
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Table 1
Estimates of Fiscal Imbalance for the United States and
Europe (Percent of Present Value of GDP)
Country

Year

Fiscal Imbalance

United States

2012

5.4

United States

2012

9.0

Belgium

2010

8.6

Denmark

2010

8.1

France

2010

14.6

Germany

2010

13.9

Greece

2010

17.8

Italy

2010

12.1

Netherlands

2010

11.7

Portugal

2010

15.1

Spain

2010

15.4

Sweden

2010

6.8

United Kingdom

2010

13.7

a
b

a
b

CBO baseline scenario.
CBO alternative scenario.

For major European countries, the estimated fiscal imbalances vary
significantly, but most are in double digits and most are above that of
the United States—under both the baseline and alternative CBO scenarios. The differences across countries do not line up tightly with those
normally thought of as being in good vs. bad fiscal condition. Greece’s
estimated imbalance is large, for example, but not much greater than
the imbalance for Germany or the United Kingdom.
One way to put these imbalances in perspective is to ask how much
taxes would have to rise to restore fiscal balance. In the United States,
the estimated imbalance amounts to 25.5 percent of total federal receipts
under CBO’s baseline assumptions and 50.3 percent under CBO’s alterHamilton, “Off-Balance-Sheet Federal Liabilities,” NBER Working Paper no. w19253, July
2013; Charles W. Calomiris, “Financial Innovation, Regulation, and Reform,” Cato Journal
29 (2009): 65; and Philip Swagel, “Off-Balance-Sheet Federal Liabilities: Comment,” Cato
Papers on Public Policy 3 (2014): 45–54.
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Figure 4
CBO Projections of Federal Expenditure Shares,
Baseline Assumptions
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Source: CBO, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook.

native assumptions.28 In Europe, total government tax revenues would
have to rise 29.9 percent from current levels.29
A crucial question about these imbalances is which components of
expenditure contribute most significantly. This is different than asking
which programs are balanced on their own; as discussed, that question
is not well defined because governments can use any tax revenues to
make any kind of expenditure. But it is entirely legitimate to ask which
programs generate the expenditure that contributes to a rising imbalance between total expenditure and revenues in the projections that underlie fiscal imbalance estimates.
Figures 4 and 5 display the baseline and alternative CBO projections
of the major components of federal spending relative to GDP over the
next 75 years.30 These projections show that imbalance is mainly about
the path of spending on the federal government’s major health care proSee Gokhale, “Spending Beyond Our Means,” Table 10, p. 16.
See Gokhale, “The Debt Iceberg,” Table 14, p. 123.
30
CBO, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook.
28
29
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Figure 5
CBO Projections of Federal Expenditure Shares, Alternative
Assumptions
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Source: CBO, The 2015 Long-Term Budget Outlook.

grams (Medicare, Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program,
and the Affordable Care Act) and, to a lesser degree, Social Security. A
similar conclusion applies in Europe, although retirement spending accounts for a higher share of overall expenditure on the elderly.
One possible caveat about these imbalance estimates is that, since the
early 2000s, health care cost inflation has moderated substantially in the
United States. The reasons for this slowdown are not fully understood, but
they predate the recession and the Affordable Care Act, so those two factors are—at a minimum—not the whole story. If this slowdown continues
over the long haul, it will moderate the growth in government health care
expenditure and therefore imply smaller estimates of fiscal imbalance.31
For several reasons, however, this “good news” should be taken with
a grain of salt. Health care cost inflation slowed in the early 1990s but
then accelerated again. Some of the excess growth of federal healthrelated expenditure reflects demographics rather than just health care
See Amitabh Chandra, Jonathan Holmes, and Jonathan Skinner, “Is This Time
Different? The Slowdown in Health Care Spending,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity,
Fall 2013, pp. 261–311.
31
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cost inflation; as baby boomers retire and life expectancy increases, the
fraction of the population receiving Medicare will continue to grow
faster than the economy even with less health care cost inflation. And
projections that incorporate less rapid health care cost inflation still
show Medicare and other health-related expenditure growing faster
than GDP by enough to make the imbalance large.32
Policy Options
If the projections underlying recent estimates of fiscal imbalance are
accurate, countries that do nothing to reduce these imbalances will likely face fiscal crises. This follows because any given imbalance increases
at the interest rate on government borrowing. Any imbalance will eventually become so large, therefore, that lenders either refuse to roll over
a country’s debt or demand ever higher interest rates, which makes the
imbalance worse.
That does not mean the United States and the major European economics face imminent crisis; the day of reckoning may be many years
or decades away. Evidently, markets trust that the world’s major economies will make appropriate adjustments before a Greek-style fiscal crisis
occurs. But that trust is unlikely to last in the face of higher and higher
imbalances, and predicting when markets will change their minds is difficult. Thus, prudent countries should reduce their imbalances sooner
rather than later.
Countries in fiscal imbalance have three options for avoiding fiscal
meltdown: stimulate economic growth (because this increases revenue
and reduces some kinds of expenditure), raise taxes (including possibly
the inflation tax), or reduce spending. I address each of these in turn.
Adopting policies that spur growth is always desirable, and all countries have innumerable opportunities to do so. Even absent political
obstacles, however, the degree to which better policies can promote
growth has limits; fiscal balance estimates already assume growth rates
that may be too optimistic given the slow growth rates in the United
States and Europe since the Great Recession. Thus, while improved
growth policies are an excellent complement to other adjustments, they
will likely not solve fiscal imbalance problems by themselves.

32
See Douglas Elmendorf, “Comment,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, Fall 2013,
pp. 311–19.
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Raising taxes reduces fiscal imbalances, other things held constant.
But higher taxes also reduce economic growth, and that offsets some
of the reduced imbalance. At low initial tax rates, the net impact is
reduced imbalance; but as rates climb, the net impact declines and
eventually becomes perverse: high tax rates generate less revenue (the
Laffer curve). In particular, beyond some level of fiscal imbalance, tax
increases can never restore balance because higher rates generate lower
revenue as well as higher expenditure on programs like unemployment
or disability insurance.
Whether the United States and Europe can achieve balance solely via
higher taxes is unclear. My own hunch is that this is close to impossible
in the United States and utterly impossible in Europe. Average tax
burdens are already much higher there than here, implying many
European countries are close to (or already on) the wrong side of the
Laffer curve. The political obstacles to higher taxes are also likely
substantial.
One specific “tax” that countries might employ to reduce fiscal
imbalance is higher inflation. That would erode the inflation-adjusted
value of those expenditures whose real value declines with inflation,
such as repayment of nominal debt. Whether inflation erodes the
inflation-adjusted value of other expenditures is less clear, since many
of these are either explicitly indexed to inflation (e.g., Social Security
benefits) or implicitly indexed to inflation via the political process (e.g.,
Medicare expenditures, assuming the federal government increases
reimbursements to health care providers by at least the inflation rate).
In addition, higher inflation faces substantial political opposition and
under some circumstances can impose significant costs on the economy.
Thus, modestly higher inflation could reduce fiscal imbalance to some
degree but is unlikely to eliminate imbalance by itself.
Cutting expenditure also reduces imbalances, other things held
constant, but the overall impact depends on the kind of expenditure
and the circumstances. In the Keynesian model, the direct benefit of
expenditure reductions might be offset by lower tax revenues due
to slower growth. This is a short-run effect, however; so again the
changes in expenditure motivated by Keynesian stabilization concerns
have minimal implication for fiscal imbalance. Reducing expenditure
on those programs that are necessary for economic growth is likely
counter-productive even though the direct impact is to reduce fiscal
imbalance.
22
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That leaves only one plausible avenue for substantially reducing fiscal imbalance: cutting expenditure on programs that either harm or
have minimal impact on economic productivity and growth. Reducing
or eliminating such programs is a win-win, since both the direct impact
and any indirect impact in promoting growth reduce fiscal imbalance.
The list of productivity-damaging programs is long and varied, but
the expenditure accounted for by many of these programs is trivial relative to the magnitude of fiscal imbalance (e.g., agricultural subsidies or
the Export-Import Bank). Thus even killing off dozens or hundreds of
such programs would not make a noticeable difference.
A substantial reduction in fiscal imbalance is therefore likely to
require significant cuts (relative to existing projections) in Medicare,
Medicaid, and Obamacare. While these programs can have efficiency
benefits under some conditions, their main impact is to redistribute
resources rather than promote economic efficiency. Indeed, these
programs potentially generate substantial efficiency losses, both from
the distortions caused by the taxation necessary to fund them and
from the adverse incentives these programs create for saving and
labor supply.33 Plausibly the most attractive way to reduce expenditure
on these programs is to expand cost sharing substantially via higher
copayments and deductibles. Such changes would reduce expenditure
directly, and with greater “skin-in-the-game,” patients would be more
price-sensitive and more likely purchase less health care. That would
reduce health care cost inflation and thereby expenditure.
The political feasibility of major cuts in government health care
spending is problematic. Nevertheless, such reductions are crucial for
achieving major improvements in fiscal balance because, while other
expenditure programs are large (e.g., national defense), they are not
growing ever larger as a share of GDP. Even substantial reductions
in those other programs would be “one-offs.” Such cuts would lower
deficits initially, but if health care expenditures perpetually grow faster
than GDP, those cuts would not slow the growth in deficits long term.
See, for example, Aaron Yellowitz, “The Medicaid Notch, Labor Supply, and Welfare
Participation: Evidence from Eligibility Expansions,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 1995
(110): 909–39; Aaron Yellowitz and Jonathan Gruber, “Public Health Insurance and Private
Savings,” Journal of Political Economy 1999 (107): 1249–74; R. Glenn Hubbard, Jonathan
Skinner, and Stephen P. Zeldes, “Precautionary Saving and Social Insurance,” Journal
of Political Economy 1995 (103): 360–99; and Casey B. Mulligan, Side Effects: The Economic
Consequences of Health Reform (Floosmoor, IL: JMJ Economics, 2014).
33
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Conclusions
The discussion above makes several points, which are summarized
here.
Measuring fiscal imbalance is different from evaluating individual
programs. Any program can be imbalanced but desirable or balanced
but undesirable. Fiscal imbalance is also different from Keynesian fiscal stimulus. Such a stimulus normally worsens fiscal imbalance but is
temporary and therefore has minor impact on imbalance. Fiscal imbalance is about the sustainability of government programs over the long
term; it answers the question, “How much extra revenue would have
to be raised (in present value) to afford the expenditure planned under
current policy?”
Being in fiscal balance does not mean an economy’s overall level of
expenditure, or its expenditure on any particular program, is desirable;
balance merely indicates that the path of total expenditure is affordable. Conversely, fiscal imbalance does not indicate which policies are
undesirable; imbalance just means that the path of total expenditure is
not affordable.
Whether a given fiscal imbalance can be addressed via higher taxes
depends on the degree to which taxes lower growth. If the impact is too
large, then balance can be restored only via expenditure reductions. The
main drivers of imbalance are the projected growth of government expenditure on health care and retirement programs. Recent reductions in
health care cost inflation have moderated imbalances relative to earlier
projections, but these imbalances are still large and growing.
Reasonable people can disagree on exactly how the world’s major
economies should reduce their fiscal imbalances, but no one should dispute the value of the fiscal balance perspective, nor the need to take action
as soon as possible. The fundamental economic reality implied by fiscal
imbalances is that the “rich” economies are not as rich as they would like
to believe; they are planning far more expenditure than they can afford.
Recognizing this fact sooner rather than later does not eliminate the problem, but it allows for more balanced, rational, and ultimately less costly
adjustments. And if attention to fiscal imbalance helps cut ill-advised expenditure, economies can have their cake and eat it too.
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Appendix: Fiscal Imbalance with Uncertainty
The discussion above, and much of the literature on fiscal imbalance,
treats future expenditure and revenues as known with certainty. In real
economies, government expenditure and revenue are uncertain because they depend on future output, employment, immigration, wages,
prices, demographics, and the like, which are themselves uncertain. A
recession, for example, means greater expenditure for policies like unemployment or disability insurance, along with decreased tax revenue.
Worse, unexpectedly higher expenditure and lower revenue often occur
simultaneously.
Estimates of fiscal balance take one of three approaches to dealing
with uncertainty about future expenditure and revenues. The first is
to ignore the issue. That means treating forecasts of future expenditure and revenue as certain and discounting those flows at a “certainty
equivalent” interest rate, meaning the rate for assets that are essentially
default free. As noted in the preceding discussion, the assumed interest rate is typically the average yield on long-term federal government
debt.34
A second approach to uncertainty estimates imbalance for a range of
forecasts about future expenditure and revenue, but still discounts at a
certainty-equivalent interest rate. This modification provides a sense of
how different assumptions about long-run economic or demographic
variables might affect fiscal balance.
Both standard approaches to uncertainty provide useful benchmarks,
but each is incomplete. Most fundamentally, uncertainty necessitates
making a choice about which interest rate to use in present value calculations because, when significant uncertainty exists, different assets pay
substantially different rates on average as compensation for the variability of those returns.
The third approach to uncertainty therefore adjusts the interest rate
used to discount future cash flows, rather than adjusting the forecasts of
expenditure and revenue. This method derives from the standard principles of financial economics, which hold that uncertain future flows
should be discounted at an interest rate that reflects the kind and degree
of uncertainty about these flows.35 Roughly, more uncertainty means a

34
35

See footnote 20.
See, for example, Bodie, Marcus, and Kane, Investments.
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greater chance of “bad” outcomes, which means these flows should be
treated as less likely to occur.
More precisely, and as applied in the context here, the interest rate
should reflect the correlation between the cash flow in question and
the economy’s growth rate. That is because the growth rate affects the
amount of tax revenue and, therefore, the government’s ability to make
the expenditure without extra borrowing or higher taxes. If expenditure
tends to be high when the economy’s growth rate is good (and thus tax
revenues are elevated), the government will have little difficulty making the expenditure and so can “discount” the expenditure more; that
is, it should use a high interest rate. If expenditure tends to be high
when the economy’s growth rate is low (and thus tax revenues are low),
then the government will face greater difficulty making the expenditure
and so should not discount the expenditure heavily; that is, it should
use a low interest rate.
Some types of government expenditure are negatively correlated
with the economy’s growth rate, such as Medicaid, Medicare, and unemployment or disability insurance. Other components are potentially
positively correlated, such as Social Security (which is indexed to wages) or highway spending. Thus, adjustment for uncertainty can go in
either direction overall.
At this point, the practical importance of adjustments for uncertainty
is unclear, since much of the literature does not address the issue. Some
recent research has estimated adjustments for the value of Social Security benefits, with the weight of the evidence suggesting that adjusting
for uncertainty reduces the future liability by a substantial but not enormous amount.36, 37 Future work might indicate that existing imbalance
John Geanakoplos and Stephen P. Zeldes, “Market Valuation of Accrued Social
Security Benefits,” NBER Working Paper no. 15170, 2009; Alexander W. Blocker, Laurence
J. Kotlikoff, and Stephen A. Ross, “The True Cost of Social Security,” NBER Working Paper
no. 14427, 2008; and Laurence J. Kotlikoff, “A Hidden Fiscal Crisis,” Finance & Development
47, no. 3 (2010): 30–33.
37
For analyses of the balance in state and local government pension funds, adjusting for
uncertainty appears to make a significant difference. This is because standard practice has
taken a strong and likely inaccurate stand. Pursuant to Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, these governments have typically assumed that pension assets will grow at
the same relatively high rate of return as portfolios that include substantial risky assets; in
addition, they have assumed this rate of return justifies discounting their future liabilities
at this same rate. The result implies lower discounted values for the future expenditure,
making the pension funds look relatively solvent.
36
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estimates need additional, nontrivial modifications. But since adjustments for uncertainty might suggest greater liabilities for some components and lower liabilities for others, the net impact on estimated fiscal
imbalance will not necessarily be large.

For many such programs, however, the “risk” associated with the expenditure is low; the
relevant city or state is legally or constitutionally obligated to make these expenditures. See
Jeffrey R. Brown and David W. Wilcox, “Discounting State and Local Pension Liabilities,”
American Economic Review (2009): 538–42. Even when making other government
expenditures is difficult (implying a need for higher taxes), pension expenditures must
still be made. That means these funds should not be discounted at the uncertainty-adjusted
interest rate but at a “certainty” rate such as that on municipal debt or treasury bonds.
That implies substantially higher values for implicit pension liabilities. See Novy-Marx
and Rauh, “Public Pension Promises.”
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policy issues. Books, monographs, and shorter studies are commissioned to examine the federal budget, Social Security, regulation, military spending, international trade, and myriad other
issues. Major policy conferences are held throughout the year, from
which papers are published thrice yearly in the Cato Journal. The Institute also publishes the quarterly magazine Regulation.
In order to maintain its independence, the Cato Institute
accepts no government funding. Contributions are received from
foundations, corporations, and individuals, and other revenue is
generated from the sale of publications. The Institute is a nonprofit,
tax-exempt, educational foundation under Section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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